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China: After two months of lockdown, the declining number of infected brings along a glimmer of hope as the 
economy gradually reopens. However, as some industries restart their production, supply chain remains 
disrupted as now it is the turn of the rest of the world to ‘lockdown’. Meanwhile, demand has equally been 
disrupted. China recently chose to leave their benchmark lending rates unchanged presumably  believing 
that there is little that rate cuts can do to stimulate in this unprecedented situation the world is currently in. 
Timing is crucial as to when potential rate cuts will occur. We still lean towards LPR and RRR cuts in 
months ahead. 
 
 
Malaysia:  The sizable stimulus package is expected to raise our fiscal debt right to the line before rating 
agencies downgrade our sovereign rating. But even if we are downgraded, it is somewhat acceptable 
considering the circumstance. In addition, the level of foreign participation in our fixed income markets have 
fallen to almost 10-year low that further withdrawals if resulting from compromised rating is deemed 
manageable with weak holders already exited early March. Despite OPR (twice) and SRR already reduced 
this year, the likely global recession leads us to believe that we have room to reduce the OPR further from 
the current relatively high 2.50%.  
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US :  Flooring the rates was inevitable as the US grapple with being the 
latest epicenter of Covid spread. With spiking unemployment amidst the lack 
of preparedness in facing the pandemic despite ample warnings, it seems 
that the worst has yet to come as chaos reigned when the virus began to 
spread in the US. The initial financial panic led to a huge demand for 
liquidity. As the necessary lockdown drags and economic health endures, 
the reality of an ‘off the cliff’ fall in growth will hit and lead to a significant rise 
in credit risk. There is now increased expectations that US interest rates 
will stay near zero for the rest of the year. Even if the virus spread slows, 
it will take at least 2 quarters for the supply chain to normalize and possibly 
longer for demand to pick up. 
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